THREE-CARD POKER
Three-card Poker is a form of Stud Poker.
Three-card Poker comprises two independent betting options. One bet is called the Pair Plus
Bet. This wagering option allows the player to bet solely on the value of his hand.
Additionally, a second betting option is available to the player called the Ante Bet. This option
allows the player to wager that his hand will beat the dealer’s hand.
After seeing their cards, the players who have placed the Ante wagers may either forfeit their
wager and cards or wager an amount which is equal to the Ante wager called the Play Bet to
stay in the game.
Once the dealer’s hand is exposed and the best possible Three-card Poker hand is determined,
all winning bets are paid according to the payout odds for each wager. Losing bets are forfeited.
Players must be seated and keep their cards in full view of the dealer at all times.

RANKING OF HANDS FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST
STRAIGHT FLUSH
THREE-OF-A-KIND
STRAIGHT
FLUSH
PAIR
If no hand contains a pair or better, the hand that contains the highest ranking card(s) wins. Ace
is high, except in a 3-2-Ace sequence.

BET AGAINST THE DEALER’S HAND
The Ante allows you to play against the dealer. After you look at your three-cards, you have two
options. You can fold, or if you think your hand is high enough to beat the dealer, you can place
an equal wager on the Play spot. If your hand beats the dealer’s qualifying hand of a Queen or
better, YOU WIN BOTH wagers. If the dealer does not qualify, you win the Ante wager and the
Play wager is a PUSH.

BET YOUR OWN HAND
Bet just the Pair Plus spot to play your hand value only and not the against the dealer’s hand. If
your hand contains a Pair or better YOU WIN!
If a player has placed an Ante wager and a Pair Plus wager but does not make a Play wager, the
play forfeits the Ante and the Pair Plus wagers.

THREE-CARD POKER (CONT.)
PLAYING AGAINST THE DEALER
Player Folds lose, when the dealer does not qualify, Play is a PUSH and Ante wins 1 to 1. When the
dealer qualifies and the player’s hand beats the dealer’s hand, Play wins 1 to 1 and Ante wins 1 to 1.
A TIE IS A PUSH

ANTE BONUS PAYOUTS
When wagering against the dealer, the following bonuses will be paid: Straight (1 to 1), Three-ofa-Kind (4 to 1), straight Flush (5 to 1).
Ante bonus gets paid even if the player’s hand loses.

PAIR PLUS PAYOUTS
Pair (1 to 1), Flush (4 to 1), Straight (6 to 1), Three-of-a-Kind (30 to 1), Straight Flush (40 to 1).
Player’s receive pair plus payout regardless of the dealer’s hand.

THREE-CARD POKER PROGRESSIVE
RULES OF PLAY
• Three-Card Poker Progressive is an optional progressive side bet.
•T
 he bet considers the best hand possible among each individual player’s cards.
Original progressive wager is returned if you qualify below.

PAY TABLE
HAND

PAYS*

A-K-Q Spades

100%

A-K-Q Hearts/Diamonds/Clubs

499		to 1

Straight Flush

69		to 1

Three-of-a-Kind

59		to 1

Straight
*Original wager is returned

5		to 1

